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Redefining Water

Temperature Control
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Master the Art of Showering
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Break the Rules, not the Wall
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Perfect Mix of Technology & Aesthetics
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								Product Categories

								At Hindware, we believe in offering the best products that are driven by innovation and exceptional design. 
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							Our Innovations

						

					

					
						
											    
						    Tankless Water Closet

						    
							    An Industry First innovative technology which ensures 100% Flushing without the need of cistern. This unique wall mount closet takes minimal space and saves you from the hassle of breaking the walls!

								Know More
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						    E-Clenz

						    
							    Powered with automation, our smart E-Clenz Wall Mounted Water Closet brings new unmatched level of comfort and hygiene to your home.

								Know More
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						    Sensor Faucets

						    
							    ‘Sensible’ range of sensor faucets which ensure greater hygiene and safety in your personal spaces like bathrooms & kitchens, or shared commercial areas.

								Know More
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						    Touch Free Water Closet

						    
							    No amount of obsessive cleaning can ensure that your toilet’s flush handle is entirely germ-free. That’s why we have created the Touch Free Water Closet which flush with just a wave of your hand.

								Know More
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							Trending Products
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																														Faucets

															Fluid Sensor Tap Pillar Sensor Faucet

															₹10,500
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															Amazon Aquasheet Wall Mounted Closet

															₹21,500
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															Automate Intelligent Wall Mounted Closet

															₹139,900
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								Can’t decide what to choose? 


								By answering just a few questions, our tool will help find the perfect product for you!

								Start Looking
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						Bathroom Themes

												
							Are you ready to transform your bathroom?
 We offer modern, smart and stylish bathroom products with focus on comfort, sophistication, hygiene and durability.						

					

				

			

			
				
					
						
							
								
									Select Theme Series
									
									
										
																					
												Exquisite
												

											

											
																									Exquisite
																									Grace
																									Panache
																									Pristine
																							

										

									

									
								

								
																			
										
																								
														
															RUSTIC WOODLAND

															
															Presenting Rustic Woodland, your heavenly abode of rejuvenation. It effortlessly blends modern design with the sophistication of natural wood tones and sleek black accents.Set foot in this modern sanctuary and be prepared to be floored by its elegance and charm.
															
																Explore All Themes
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															TROPICAL ESCAPE

															
															Get ready to enter zen mode and indulge in the serene wilderness that is ‘Tropical Escape’ by Morning Room Design & Decor. A perfect mix of earthy shades, wooden textures, and lots of green, it’s your perfect getaway for some peaceful and luxurious ‘me time’.
															
																Explore All Themes
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															Eternal Harmony

															
															Step into the realm of Eternal Harmony, a captivating bathspace that will mesmerize your senses with its exquisite beauty and Hindware’s premium bathware. It embodies timeless elegance and offers a beautifully illuminated ambiance, providing you with a tranquil sanctuary for inner peace.
															
																Explore All Themes
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															Moonlit Amber

															
															Immerse yourself in the irresistible charm of ‘Moonlit Amber,’ a captivating bathspace that elevates your senses. Experience celestial serenity as every elementharmoniously blends,
creating a symphony of sophistication with curated Hindware bath products integrated into its enchanting ambiance.
															
																Explore All Themes
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															Urban Luxe

															
															
Upgrade your bathspace and indulge in a daily spa-like experience with “Urban Luxe” by Morning Room Design & Decor.
This contemporary design combines elegant golden tones with modern grey finishes to create a luxurious and elegant atmosphere that’s perfect for unwinding.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															SPRING AFFAIR

															
															
 Spring Affair” is a pastel paradise of floral patterns that truly is a treat for the eyes. The calming fluted battens and muted colours complement delicate floral patterns and warm lighting to create the feeling of a warm, sunny day. Take inspiration from “Spring Affair” to spruce up your bathspace. 

															
																Explore All Themes
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															EARTHY SERENITY

															
															Transform your bathspace into a peaceful oasis with our Earthy Serenity!
Bring the calming and relaxing vibes of nature into your bathroom with harmonizing earthy tones & natural textures.
Let the soothing ambiance of ‘Earthy Serenity’ inspire your next bathroom renovation.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															FLEUR DE PALM

															
															

When it comes to Nature, we are all poets. So why not incorporate some of its essence into your bathroom. “Fleur de Palm” not only gives you the sensation of palm leaves around you, but also of twilight.
															

																Explore All Themes
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															PLUSH PLUMES

															
															
Redefine your bath space with strokes of luxury and feathers of finesse. Introducing “Plush Plumes” to inspire you for a luxurious bathing experience. With a brilliant colour palette of subtle blues and plush gold, transform your bathroom into a space of your dreams.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															BLOSSOMING FLEUR

															
															

Florals never go out of style. When they are infused in your bath space, they sway a refreshing vibe. A perfect blend of elegance and nature-inspired designs, ‘The Blossoming Fleur’ expresses your love for nature like no other. From a soothing color palette to florals draping the wall, everything reflects a sense of calm..


															
																Explore All Themes
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															THE LUSH GREEN

															
															
From Indoor plants to green walls, living walls in bathrooms are becoming a huge trend nowadays. Check out the luxurious design for your morning room.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															DARK QUARRY

															
															
A Journey to the source




Go deep into the earth with Dark Quarry. Inspired by the rugged rawness in nature this space is crafted to be your lair. This seemingly other worldly landscape envelopes you, provoking you to brace the untamed and challenge the status quo.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															ROYAL IMMERSION

															
															
Everything here is chosen to merge with everything and become one purest form of luxury. It’s your door to the royal world, where you will experience the grandeur to its maximum.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															GOLDEN DREAM

															
															
Like a good thought follows a good thought, like happiness blends with more happiness, like a golden painting on a white canvas, like grandeur at its maximum, like a dream. Like this place.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															FRENCH FANTASY

															
															
A measure of success




Celebrate your success with Ornamental Joy. Recreate the charm and elegance of a French Chateau, this space is an ode to the Neo -Rococo period with a twist of pristine thin lines and sleek design to help you revel as on your look ahead to a day of victory or look back on a past filled with glory.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															ROMAN HOLIDAY

															
															
Discover true elegance




Go back in time with Roman Holiday. Crafted to celebrate the greatness of the past, this space is an ode to timelessness. This square and curvy design promises to bring back exquisite craftsmanship that has stood the test of time, Roman Holiday will always inspire to you to greater heights as you revel in the true meaning of beauty.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															THE BLISSFUL ZEST

															
															
Transform your small bathroom to a spacious one by choosing perfect tiles, colours, fittings, and lighting. Checkout the theme which is in sync with your fittings and the fixtures ensure that your bath space is not just beautiful but also thoughtful.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															WHITE SPELL

															
															
Rather a space, here you get a statement crafted in a paradox. In a chaotic world, it stands still with its tranquil light and vibe. Let its muted lighting and softened visual edges cast a spell of euphoria on you.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															TURKISH DIARIES

															
															
A journey of inspiration




Walk into an ode to the seamless meeting of east and west with Turkish Diaries. The wonder and elegance of one of the most beautiful cities in the world, Istanbul, this space will be both a curvaceous delight and a haven from the outside world.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															BOHEMIAN WONDER

															
															
Underline your presence with Bohemian Wonder. Designed to complement those with an inimitable style which is all their own, this space takes its cues from the bohemian utopia of Santa Fe, New Mexico.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															MODERN MUSE

															
															
Celebrate who you are with Modern Muse Bathroom Theme. Inspired by your unmatchable duality of strength and confidence, this space is a resplendent cornucopia of glistening linear forms to create an overtly feminine haven which always welcomes you.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															VICTORIAN ELEGANCE

															
															
Celebrate history with a modern twist




Discover your very own break from the world with Sanguine Space with this bathroom theme for bathroom renovation and remodeling. Walk into an explosion of color that’s inspired by the vibrant homes of Burano in Italy. Revel in a space that instantly wraps you in an aura of warmth and calm that you so need complemented by a geometrical square cut design.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															PINK & POISE

															
															
They say it’s not, but life is nothing but a fairytale. You just have to find the place where it is, like this bathroom. A place which will pamper you to let you be who you are – someone tender-hearted, cute and playful. Make this yours and keep your poise.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															CLASSIC SPIRIT PANCHE IS SUAVE KYLIS

															
															
Teleport yourself to an era of timeless beauty and class. Every moment there, you’ll wish to sustain, so as to cherish it, and to indulge in it. Here’s a bathroom space, where you can liberate in elegance. Set your presence a class apart.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															BRICKSOME

															
															
Unconventional Styling




‘Art is freedom’, is portrayed right by this bathroom. An unconventional mixing of wooden textures and brickwork gave an absolutely enthralling result for you, to take an inspiration from.
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															GOURMET WONDER

															
															
As natural as you




Celebrate the bounty of nature of Gourmet Wonder. Inspired by food created from the wealth of mother nature, this curvaceous space is crafted for those who lead an organic lifestyle. It is a celebration of the harmony you always feel with the environment and the purity you seek.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															MODERN INDUSTRY

															
															
Evolve to minimalism




Celebrate the uncluttered paradigm of industrial space with the Modern Industry. Crafted to be reminiscent of the prime tenets of minimalism, this space embargoes anything with clutter in favor of the clean sleek & slim lines you have come to love.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															CALM DAFFODILS

															
															
Live Life In Full Bloom




Discover the joys of spring with Cool Daffodils. Relive the most colourful time of the year with a design that is immaculately curvaceous.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															URBAN TREE

															
															
Your calm in the storm




Pamper yourself with the calm serenity of Urban Tree. Designed to serve as your anchor in the hustle and bustle of this fast paced world, this space is a celebration of the timelessness of nature.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															UNBOUND TALE

															
															
Boundaries bind your thoughts. Now is the time to set them free. A bathroom space, with a wall of glass overlooking the sky, lets your thoughts soar high. Make your story come out, be told, and be remembered. Make it an unbound tale.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															MEDITERRANEAN

															
															
A celebration of nomadic style, infused with Mediterranean senses. A grand space complimented by Kilims and decorative wall lamps to soothe your senses. Let the good vibes take over.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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															VERDANT LUSH

															
															
Warm luxury in the lap of mother nature




Rediscover the joys of nature with Verdant Lush bathroom theme. Remember the simple joys of walking through a lush forest, the smell of flowers, the feel of grass under your feet. Bring in the outdoors to create a private heaven to unwind. Sun kissed, rejuvenated and completely rooted with the design that is clean, sleek & slim.

															
																Explore All Themes
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															AQUATIC PLAYGROUND

															
															
Created for fun




Relive the joys of the water park with Aquatic Playground Bathroom theme. Get transported to a time of joy from your childhood and revel in lovely shades of blue . Revel in a playful rain shower experience in a space replete with quadrilateral lines and smooth angles guaranteed to make every bath a time of fun.

															
																Explore All Themes
																																	Customize This Theme
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								 Bathroom Planner  

								
									Take your bathroom to another level with our visualizer.
 Choose from a wide selection of Faucets, Sanitaryware and Fixtures to make your dream bathroom a reality.								

								Plan My Bathroom
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							Lacasa Virtual Tour

							
								Experience the world of modern and premium bathroom products. 
You are just a click away from your dream bathroom.							

							Start Virtual Tour
						

					

				

			

		

	

	
		
			
				
					
						
							Lacasa Virtual Tour

							
								Experience the world of modern and premium bathroom products. 
You are just a click away from your dream bathroom.							

							Start Virtual Tour
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															Hindware Easy Clean I Self Cleaning Smart Basin

														

														
														
													

												

												
											

											
											
												
													
							
														
															
														

														
														
															Shower Enclosures I Hindware Italian Collection

														

														
														
														
													

												

												
											

											
											
												
													
							
														
															
														

														
														
															Hues By Hindware Italian Collection I Hindi

														

														
														
														
													

												

												
											

											
											
												
													
							
														
															
														

														
														
															Hindware Italian collection| Bigger. Bolder. Trendier

														

														
														
														
													

												

												
											

											
											
												
													
							
														
															
														

														
														
															Sensor Faucets by Hindware Italian Collection | Touchfree Is Carefree
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                            Interested in Hindware Products?

We will be in touch with you at the earliest.

                        

                        	Name* 

	Email*
                            
                        

	Phone* 

	Pincode* 

	ProductsProducts interested in
Complete Bathroom
Faucets
Hues By Hindware
Complete Bathrooms
Water Closets
Wash Basins
Wellness
Urinoirs
Bidets
Concealed Cisterns
Accessories



	Message

	CAPTCHA

	Terms*	
								
								I agree and accept the Privacy Policy. Click here  to review the policy.
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											Find the closest Hindware dealer location and contact information
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											Got a grievance or a complaint? We are happy to help.
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											Find all product-related specifications, product listing and other information in the Hindware catalogue  
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											We are here to solve all your sanitaryware related queries
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            Bow down to the King! 👑🏏 Cheeku reigns supre
            	                    [image: Bow down to the King! 👑🏏 Cheeku reigns supreme with the most runs and an astounding seven centuries in the league. Let’s celebrate his majestic feats as Bengaluru gets its #GameOnWithHindware.]
        
    



    
        
            Pet Shower from Hindware comes in five different v
            	                    [image: Pet Shower from Hindware comes in five different vibrant colours. Choose from a variety of colors to create the perfect bathing haven for your furry companion. Say goodbye to hassle and say yes to salon-like bathing experience or your pets at home. 🚿🐕🐈 #PetShower #PetShowerLaunch #PetShowerColours  #hindware]
        
    



    
        
            Transform the bath time of your furry friend into 
            	                    [image: Transform the bath time of your furry friend into a spa experience with the all-new Pet Shower from Hindware. Pamper your pet with salon-like bath at home with the three spray options- half rain for smaller pets like cats, full rain for larger pets like dogs and jet spray for thorough cleaning. The  Pet Shower also comes with an Upper Spray Nozzle, a Lower Spray Nozzle and an adjustable knob which makes it super easy for you to shower your pet. Let the showering adventures begin! 🐾🚿 #PetShower #PetShowerLaunch #PetShowerFeatures #hindware]
        
    



    
        
            Get ready to elevate the bathing experience for yo
            	                    [image: Get ready to elevate the bathing experience for your furry friend. Presenting the Pet Shower Console from Hindware- the ultimate grooming companion for your pet. Now keep your pet clean and happy with every shower session. It is so good that your pet will want to shower again and again 🛁🐶🐈 #PetShower #PetShowerLaunch #hindware]
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies.
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					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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